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PREAMBLE
In order to effectuate the provisions of the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act (Chapter
392 of the Laws of the 1967 and its amendments) and to encourage and increase effective and
harmonious working relationships between the Granville Central School Board of Education and
its professional employees so that the education process can best be served:
THIS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO ON THIS L DAY OF October, 2003,
BY AND BETWEEN THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE GRANVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOL
BOARD AND THE GRANVILLE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
The Granville Central School District recognizes the Granville Teachers' Association for the
purpose of collective negotiations as the exclusive negotiating agent of the instructional staff
consisting of all certified personnel, and those employed under excuse of default, with the
exception of the administrative supervisory group.
This shall include:
,I I ~
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ARTICLE II
DEFINITIONS
As used in the Agreement, the following terms shall have meaning as described below:
1. "Board of Education" or "Board" refers to the Central School Board of Education.
2. "Association" refers to the Granville Teachers' Association.
3. "School District" refers to the Granville Central School District.
4. "School Year" refers to that period known as a school calendar year commencing
on September 1st and ending on the thirtieth day of June next.
5 "Teacher" or " teachers" refers to any employee who is a member of the
Instructional Negotiating Unit, or is represented by that unit in such proceedings.
6. "Parties" refers to the Board of Education or to the Granville Teachers'
Association. whichever is applicable to the reference stated.,
~ ~
7. All "days" referred to shall be days in which school is in session except between
the last day of June and the first school day in September where days shall mean
calendar days. Exceptions shall be designated "calendar" days.
8. Committees
(A) Refers to building and district-wide committees which shall be cOlnposed
of the administrator(s) involved, the superintendent and teachers whose
number shall exceed the number of administrators by one.' Teachers shall
be chosen by election conducted by the Association.
(B) Decisions shall be made by a majority which shall include at least one (1)
administrative vote.
(C) Committees will be chaired by the Superintendent of Schools. Meeting
dates will be mutually agreed upon; take place after the student day with
committee members being freed from after-school duties.
ARTICLE III
SCOPE
All actions of the Board and the Association shall be governed by the provisions of the
Education Law of the State of New York and other applicable statutes of the State of New York,
including the Rulings and Regulations of the Commissioner of Education.
,
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ARTICLE IV
NEGOTIA TION PROCEDURES
Negotiations For a successor agreement will commence at the request of either party.
Neither party in any negotiation procedure shall have any control over the selection of the
representatives of the other party, and each party may select its representative from within or
outside the School District. No final agreement shall be executed without ratification by the
Granville Teachers' Association and the management representing the Granville Central School
Board of Education. The parties mutually pledge that their representatives will be granted the
necessary authority to make proposals, consider proposals and reach tentative compromises in
the course of negotiations.
It is expected that salaries, wages, and terms and conditions of employment provided in
this Agreement shall remain in effect. Because of the nature of the public educational process, it
is recognized that matters may arise of mutual concern to both parties which have not been fully
or adequately negotiated. It would well be in the public interest that the opportunity for mutual
discussion of these and additional matters be provided when both parties are in agreement that
such is necessary.
Accordingly, the parties would cooperate in arranging meetings, selecting
representatives, furnishing necessary information, and proceeding to consider and resolve any
such matters.
,
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ARTICLE y.
SALARY
2003-2004
2004-2006
3.3750/0
3.5%
Pool to detennine % has been established for each year at $5,953,350
Includes increment - salary schedules to be mutually developed by the GCSD and the GTA
Graduate and in-service credits -- $58 per credit hour
Salary schedules for 2003 - 2006 included as appendices A 1-3
Salary adjustments for 2003-2004, 2004-2005, and 2005-2006 as reflected in the "new
schedule" are limited as follows:
Step Placement and Salary Adjustment
1. In accordance with the schedule, teachers will be placed on step and given full credit
for years of service and credit hours earned while employed in the Granville Central
School District.
2. Experience earned outside the Granville Central School District will be credited by
agreement with the employee.
3. Credit for courses will be granted upon receipt, by September 1 and January 25 of a
given year, of a signed letter indicating completion of extra credit earned. An
official transcript, or grade report, will be presented to the Superintendent as soon as
it becomes available so that an official record may be maintained in the Central
Office files. See Article X Revision for details.
The additional increment, in full or pro-rated as it pertains to the date in case,
will become effective the first payday following either of the dates
applicable.
4. Faculty who pursue courses are urged to concentrate on a Master's Program or a
Certificate of Advanced Studies. Credit for graduate college courses that pertain to
on-the-job skills (the teacher's discipline or classroom skills) will be approved. All
other graduate courses, as well as in-service, and other training, will be granted or
denied at the sole discretion of the Superintendent.
5. Stipends to be offered for extra duties shall be $10.00 per hour and prorated. Extra
duties are construed to be such activities as chaperon, ticket seller, minor sport
official, crowd control and the like. Crowd control involves supervision of a
bleacher section, corridor, auditorium, etc. It means exercising a type of leadership
designed to curtail noise and other less than desirable behavior. It calls for no police.
duty 'or physical involvement between the teacher and people. The crowd control
person will call the police if such an approach is needed.
Effecti ve Individual Two-Person Family
2003-2004 5% 10% 10%
2004-2005 5% 11%* 11%*
2005-2006 5% 12%* 12%*
,
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6. Annual Positions and Stipends: Sports and Advisories.
The percentages listed in Appendix B are based on the 2003-2004, 2004-2005, and
2005-2006 BA Salary Schedule Step 1 found in Appendix A.
7. Curriculum Development-Curriculum work done, without release time, will be
compensated at the rate of: $18.00 per hour for the period of this contract, 2003-
2006.
8.
. National Board Certification shall be compensated at $200 each year for the life
of the certificate - non cumulative
ARTICLE VI
INSURANCE
Health Insurance
1. The District will provide bargaining unit employees with the Blue Cross Matrix I
Medical, Surgical and Major Medical Plan effective July 1, 1984. The Plari is a part
of the Agreement and may only be changed with the consent of both parties to this
Agreement. However, the District may, at its option, upon 60 calendar days written
notice to the Association, move to a plan that is fully comparable to the cunent plan.
2. The employee will pay for the Individual, Two-Person and Family Plans as follows:
a) Incoming employees as of7/1/03 who retire with fifteen (15) years of continuous
service in the district and who retire in accordance with the established policies of
NY State Teachers Retirement shall have their individual health, not dental, insur-
ance fully reimbursed by the District, all other provisions ofBOE Policy #3532
apply.
b) Current employees, as of 6/30/03 who retire with ten (10) years of continuous
service in the district shall have their individual health, not dental, insurance fully
reimbursed by the District, in accordance with existing BOE Policy # 3532.
c) All current retirees shall continue to have their individual health, not dental,
insurance fully reimbursed by the District.
*Note: These percentage payments of premium costs are part of the actual premiums. The
individual cost is not applied as any offset.
3. The American Pharmaceutical Plan will be continued as an option for unit members.
. ,
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4. Incentive to decline Health Insurance -Any unit member who elects not to take the
health insurance coverage wiil receive a $1,000 incentive, payable no later than
November 30 of the school year. This election shall be by written notice to the
Superintendent no later than September 30 of each school year. Any member who
elects the buyout of the insurance will supply proof of alternate coverage. Re-entry
into the health plan shall be permitted under the following conditions:
(a) The amounts paid by the District as incentive on a pro-rata basis shall be paid
back prior to re-entry.
(b) Any re-entry of participation in said plan shall be subject to administrative
regulations of the Granville Matrix Health Insurance Program. (Unless a trigger
event occurs, re-entry is limited to March 1st of each school year.) Once this option
is exercised, unless a trigger event occurs, the individual will be ineligible for
insurance for the duration of that school fiscal year.
(c) The parties agree that a "trigger event" shall be defmed as the loss of alternate
health insurance coverage.
(d) On an annual basis an employee is covered under the health insurance program
unless the employee opts out by September 30th.
5. Internal Revenue Code Sec. 125
A. The District will institute an Internal Revenue Code Sec. 125 plan. The District
and the Association will mutually agree on a plan administrator. The plan will be a
full cafeteria plan with all benefits and allowances as listed in IRS legislation. The
maximum district administration cost per plan participant shall not exceed $36 per
year unless the District realizes additional savings, in which case the District will
pay an amount up to that savings realized per plan participant. The maximum
amount of non-premium contributions in the first year of the plan shall not exceed
$3,000. The starting date of the plan shall be mutually agreed upon by the District
and the Association.
B. Dental Insurance:
The District will provide the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Dental Plan or its equivalent for
bargaining unit employees and their families. The plan is a portion of the agreement
and may only be changed by mutual agreement of the parties to the this agreement.
The save harmless provision arrived at in conference with Administrative Law Judge,
Sandra Nathan, will become part of this agreement. The District will pay 95% of all
actual premiums.
. ,
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*Note: These percentage payments of premium costs are part of the actual premiums. The
individual cost is not applied as any offset.
C. Prescription Self-Insurance Program
1. The District shall continue the employee's self-insurance prescription program of
$100.00.
2. Each active full-time unit member is entitled to reimbursement from the program for
expenses actually incurred for prescription drugs for himlherself, his/her spouse and
his/her dependent children up to $100.00. The maximum reimbursement to which
any active full-time unit member is entitled in any fiscal year (July 1 to June 30)
shall be no more than $100.00.
3. Payment from the program shall be made on a monthly basis following the
submission of signed, receipted prescription bills. Said claim shall be made and
paid as any other claim would be made to the District. The bill shall disclose the
service provided and shall identify the person for whom service was submitted
under this section.
4. The district's responsibility is solely to administer the program and it shall have no
liability, beyond the $100.00 paid per eligible full-time active unit member in so
administering the program to any employee or group of employees or any third
party.
5. This program shall apply solely to active, full-time unit members who have been
appointed to a minimum of a six-month duration, with any payment to unit
members employed OD'a LESS than full-time basis to be pro-rated on the basis of
the percent of total employment. Unit employees working at less than 20% full-time
equivalent will not be eligible.
,I
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ARTICLE VII
LEAVE POLICY
A. Sick Leave and Familv Illness:
The Board of Education, recognizing the need for leave to care for personal and family
illness, provides an aggregate of fifteen (15) days per year for personal sick leave and
family illness with a maximum of five (5) days for family illness. Family leave can be used
when members of the immediate family and close relatives; namely, mother, father, sister,
brother, sister-in-law, brother-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandmother,
grandfather, grandmother-in-Iaw, grandfather-in-Iaw, or anyone directly dependent upon
and residing with the employee are involved.
Unused sick leave may be accumulated to 400 days, those who currently (2002-2003) have
more than 400 days shall be frozen at their current number of days.
A teacher who is in need of family illness days in excess of the five (5) days provided
herein will be granted such additional days upon the approval of the Superintendent of
Schools. Such additional days, if granted, will be subtracted from the teacher's
accumulated sick leave. Unused sick leave may be accumulated on an unlimited basis.
B. Bereavement Leave:
Teachers may be absent from work without loss of pay by reason of death in the family
up to a maximum period of five (5) school days commencing from the date of death of
the family member. Family shall include mother, father, sister, brother, sister-in-law,
brother-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandmother, grandfather, grandmother-
in-law, grandfather-in-Iaw, or anyone directly dependent upon and residing with the
employee. Bereavement leave may not be accumulated.
C. Personal Leave:
Professional personnel desiring personal leave will provide the School District, through
the office of the Building Principal, with twenty-four (24) hour notice when possible and
conform to policy statement which follows:
Personal leave shall be allowed at the amount of two (2) days each year. It shall be a
separate leave and not a part of the sick leave category.
1. It shall not be used to extend vacations, holidays or weekends for the pursuit of
pleasurable and recreational activities or to provide extra days of vacation.
.
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(Personal Leave (Cont'd)
2. It shall be used for those personal matters which cannot be scheduled outside of the
school day.
3. Personal leave shall be granted without reasons by the immediate supervisor when the
request is within the limitations previously described.
4. Nothing above is intended to preclude inquiry or investigation to ascertain that the reason
for requesting personal leave is, in fact, to conduct personal business which cannot be
scheduled outside the school day.
5. Application for personal leave shall be filed on a form made available through the
District Office to all building general offices. This form shall include a statement that
the employee warrants that the personal leave will be utilized for personal business
which can not be scheduled outside the school day. Both the Granville Teachers'
Association and the Administration will make every effort to direct the professional staff
about usage of personal leave in their informative sessions on orientation day and during
the school year whenever necessary and feasible.
Any teacher or professional worker who believes he has been denied privileges in
relation to personal leave may institute regular grievance procedure as outlined in that
Dolicy Drocedure.
... ~ ...
Any teacher who is in need of personal leave days in excess of the two (2) days provided
herein will be granted such additional days upon the approval of the Superintendent of
Schools. Such additional days, if granted, will be subtracted from the teachers'
accumulated sick leave.
"Unused personal days shall be added to accumulated sick leave on an unlimited basis."
D. Ceremony Day Leave:
One day of leave may be granted in order for a teacher to be present to receive an award
such as a degree earned in educational study or as an honorary award or event. This is to
be a separate day of leave, and not be charged to any other leave schedule.
E. Maternity Leave:
A maternity leave without pay will be granted by the Board of Education under the
following conditions:
1. Teachers may use sick leave for pregnancy related disabilities in accordance with the
attending physician's decision.
2. A teacher desiring a leave of absence for maternity or child-rearing shall request one at
least ninety (90) days prior to the commencement of the leave.
.
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Maternitv Leave (Cont'd)
3. An unpaid maternjty or unpaid child-rearing leave should begin upon the birth of the
child and shall continue through the remainder of that school year. Extensions of
unpaid leaves beyond the period remaining in the school year in which the unpaid
leave begins may be granted at the discretion of the Board in semesters rather than
full school years. Leave will not be granted beyond three (3) complete semesters
after the leave commences. Teachers shall give at lease sixty (60) calendar days
notice, in writing, of a request to return to service or request an extension of leave.
4. Throughout the duration of the leave, the School District shall not be obligated to pay
for any benefits to, or on behalf of, the teacher involved. In addition, the time of the
leave shall not be counted toward the teacher's seniority or accrual of tenure with the
School district.
F. Sick Leave Pool:
1. A sick leave pool is to be established for the District from voluntary contributions of
up to one day per teacher per year from the accumulated sick leave of teachers. How-
ever, the maximum contribution for all teachers in one year shall be thirty (30) days.
2. A teacher who suffers a major illness or injury causing him to be absent from duty
beyond his accumulated sick leave may apply for additional sick days. Such teacher
is limited to taking an additional thirty (30) school days paid leave per school year
from the sick leave pool.
3. A teacher's application to the School District for use of sick days from the sick leave
pool must have the written consent of the Association prior to submission to the
School District.
ARTICLE VIII
SABBATICAL LEAVB
Sabbatical leave can be arranged for Granville Central School District professional
employees under the following regulations:
1. Applicants must have worked (7) or fourteen (14) years in the District without
interruption, other than those interruptions provided for in all agreed upon leave
policies, in order to be eligible for sabbatical leave.
2. In any given year, no more than two (2) of the professional staff, upon making
application, can be granted sabbatical leave.
3. After seven (7) years in the system, the applicant is eligible for a one-half (1/2)
year leave at full payor a full year leave at one-half (1/2) pay. After fourteen (14)
years in the system, the applicant is eligible for a full year of leave at full pay.
4. Applications must be submitted to the Superintendent for such leave no later than
December 31st of the preceding school year.
. ,
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(Sabbatical Leave (Cont'd)
5. Applicants must receive the recommendation and approval of the Superintendent.
6. Approval or rejection of the application must be made by the Board of Education
by February 15t\ following, in the same school year.
7. Professional employees who are recipients of a seven (7) year sabbatical leave and
those who are recipients of a fourteen (14) year sabbatical leave will agree to return
to their employment in the Granville Central School District for a period of not less
than one school year, or agree to refund to the District the full amount of monies
expended by the District in support of such sabbatical leave as in this case the salary
or the fraction of the salary which is involved.
8. Teachers, or other professional employees, while on leave receivt? normal salary
increments, retirement credit, and usual fringe benefits, in accordance with State Law
and this contract or its successor and are entitled to return to their former positions.
ARTICLE IX
CONFERENCES. VISITING AND PROFESSIONAL DAYS
When teachers or Department Chairpersons are involved in conference, visiting and
professional days, they may, upon written request to the Superintendent at least ten (10) days
prior to the date of the conference or visiting day, be granted permission to attend with no effect
on any leave provision.
The Board of Education agrees to set one day aside as a combined District
Superintendent's ConferenceNisitation Day. Teachers may use this day to visit other schools
outside Granville with whom they have made arrangements for these observations and related
expenences.
Plans for these visits and experiences gained there shall be reported to the Superintendent
on appropriate district forms.
Teachers not visiting other schools shall participate in the program of activities planned for
the day in Granville. The date for this combined Superintendent's ConferenceNisitation Day shall
be mutually agreed upon annually by the Board and GTA.
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ARTICLE X
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION AND TRAINING
In-service educational programs may be arranged by the Superintendent outside the regular
student day and should not exceed one hour and one-half (1 Y2)hours in duration. Whenever
possible and practical, the School District shall share the time equally with release time from the
teacher's workday. Such in-service will not exceed 15 meetings per year.
Education (in-service training, or course work) may be reimbursed or credited for salary
adjustments subject to prior approval of the superintendent, (disapproval or approval to be given
within twenty (20) school days of date stamped in District Office) upon completion of current
paperwork requirements and when completed on the employee's personal time, the in-service, or
training, or coursework must be determined applicable to education by the superintendent.
1. Repavment for educational expenses may be approved when no credit/salary adjustment is
sought.
2. One in-service credit may be earned for each 15 hours or more of documented satisfactory
completion of a course and seat time. Two credits may be considered for 30 hours or more,
and 3 credits for 45 hours or more. There shall be a three credit maximum for each in-
service course. No partial credits will be granted for in-service credit, nor will hours
remaining be transferable to future education.
3. College credit for courses may be credited as assigned by the college, without the three
credit limit.
4. Salary increases are approved by the Board of Education upon recommendation of the
superintendent. The current paperwork and an official transcript showing completion of
the college course (or hours attended for other education) must be turned into the Business
Office by September 1st or January25thof any given year in which the adjustment is
desired. Application must be made within one year of the completion of the course (or
time of hire).
If stipends are paid to the district employee for participating in said education, the district may
request such stipends to be turned over to the district if salary adjustment or repaYment of
educational expenses is requested.
Set Asides
Two areas are set aside for future resolution. They allow changes necessitated by the committee
development of a Professional Development Plan and/or by the committee development of the
Annual Professional Performance Review Plan as required by NYSED Commissioner's
Regulations and as approved by the Board of Education. Any such changes will be added without
effecting money or otherwise opening the contract.
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ARTICLE XI
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. The Building Principal of each school and the Association Building Representative shall
shall meet at the request of either party to discuss school operations and questions
relating to the implementation of this contract. These meetings shall be held at a
mutually convenient date and time.
B. The Association shall have the right to post notices of its activities and matters of concern
to teachers on faculty room bulletin boards, at least one of which shall be provided in
each school building. The Association may use the teacher mailboxes for the purpose of
communicating with the teachers. All such notices shall be placed in the mailboxes by
the secretary.
C. The Association shall have the right to use school facilities and buildings for Association
meetings, provided that such use will not interfere with regular school programs, and
shall be in conformance with School-District policy.
D. Copies of available current District Rules, Regulations and By-Laws and official policies
of the District shall be given to the Association President and Building Representatives.
Official Board Minutes shall be sent to the Association at the same time they are sent to
the Administration.
E. The Board agrees to provide a copy of this Agreement for each member of the bargaining
unit.
F. If a teacher is required to attend a proceeding between parties in negotiations or in a
grievance proceeding during the school day, a teacher so engaged shall not suffer loss of
pay. .
G. The Association shall have access to school equipment only after clearing arrangements
with the Building Principal's office and provided the Association furnishes the paper or
reimburses the District for the cost.
H. NYSUT, AFT, representatives shall be permitted access to their members during the
school day only after clearing arrangements with the Building Principal's office and
provided there is no interference with any ongoing school function.
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ARTICLE XII
RELEASED TIME
A. The Board shall permit the Association to take ten (10) days leave per year with pay for
purpose of attending conventions and/or workshops of their affiliate bodies.
B. The President of the Granville Teachers' Association's workload shall be limited to five
(5) teaching periods at the secondary level or regular classroom instruction time at the
elementary level. The GTA President will conduct Association business during this
released time. The President may leave his/her building with prior notice to the Building
Administrator. This provision will not be deemed to exclude attendance at regular faculty
meetings or parent-teacher conferences.
ARTICLE XIII
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
The Board of Education and the Granville Teachers' Association agree that academic
freedom is esential to the fulfillment of the purposes of the school system and acknowledge the
need of teachers to be free from attack and from unwarranted censorship and restraint which would
interfere with their pursuit of knowledge and truth in the performance of their classroom
responsibilities. Such unwarranted interference stifles initiative and establishes an atmosphere of
suspicion and distrust.
In practicing academic freedom, the staff recognizes and is sensitive to the needs of the
community and to its responsibility to exercise sound judgment and to refrain from using the
school to promote personal views on religion, race and partisan political issues.
.
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ARTICLE XIV
WORKLOAD
A. Granville Central School administrative officials and the membership of the Board of
Education have always been cognizant of the need for classes to be of reasonable size,
generally 23-28 where this meets practical criteria Therefore, in order to make it possible
for those students who are in school to have the greatest advantages for learning and the
most effective conditions in reference to facilities and teacher pupil ratio, these
administrators and Board members agree with the Association that it will be the School
District's goal to have no more than twenty-eight (28) students in any regular elem.entary
and academic classes.
Further, it is agreed that class sizes in excess of these numbers in regular elementary and
academic classes should generally be avoided except for a limited period of time. When
classes do exceed these numbers, consideration shall be given to making provision for
some special assistance.
B. Preparation and Lunch Periods:
1. Teachers will be provided with at least a thirty (30) minute duty-free lunch period
daily.
2. Preparation periods are provided for the purpose of completing individual professional
education work.
a. For the 2003-2006 school years, elementary teachers shall have an average of thirty
(30) minutes preparation time per day.
b. In order to arrive at an equitable distribution of elementary preparation time, a
committee will be created to formulate standards.
c. In the secondary school each teacher will be allotted an average of at least two (2)
preparation periods per day for a nine-period schedule. Should the school day
configuration change, this will be submitted to a committee.
d. A committee will be created to formulate standards for number of class
assignments, duty assignments, study hall assignments, and possible remuneration
for cafeteria duty.
Duty Assigned Workload:
1. Under currently existing conditions, circumstances and procedures, secondary
school staff members may be assigned-six (6) periods per day with five (5) class
teaching and one (1) duty assignment constituting a full load. Where necessary
to meet program staffing requirements within currently existing or contractually
established staffing levels, a sixth teaching class may be assigned in lieu of a duty
assignment. Where a sixth teaching assignment is made, it shall be preceded by
communication with the staff member affected and the staff member must be
provided an opportunity for input in the decision-making process. Where
possible, six (6) teaching assignments shall be made to staff members indicating a
willingness to accept such assignments. This provision shall not be construed or
interpreted so as to cause or support any action designed to discourage or prevent
teachers from accepting a sixth teaching assignment in place of a duty assignment.
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(Workload (cont' d.)
2. Teachers will be assigned duties consistent with their professional standing and
training; therefore, in 2003-2006
a. Teachers will not be assigned study halls of more than 28 students. Any
teacher with more will have an aide.
b. Teachers who are assigne,d to "cover" the classes or duties of other staff
members will be paid 17% of 1/200 of their annual salary for each duty
assignment covered. Teachers who leave early and whose classes n1ust be
covered must sign out with the respective Building Principal. Neither side
will be held responsible for "Acts of God."
3. In working out the master schedule, every effort consistent with optimal utilization
of staff member's abilities, interests and talents shall be exercised by the schedule
maker to equitably distribute the number of different course and grade level
preparations among staff members teaching the same subject.
4. Secondary school staff members teaching five (5) regular academic classes shall
not be assigned more than 150 students per day in those regular academic classes.
For teachers with a sixth class assignment, no more than 165 total student load will
be assigned without the teacher's consent.
D. Elementarv Parent Conferences:
The District will provide two half-days to elementary classroom teachers (K-6) for the
purpose of scheduling conferences with parents. However, teachers who have to
schedule conferences with more than 20 parents will have additional release time
provided beyond the two half-days.
ARTICLE XV
LENGTH OF SCHOOL DAYS
The teachers' instructional work week will be 35 hours to include five seven-hour school
days, four of which days, in addition to the regular class day, will provide for student academic
assistance. School days will begin between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. as needed to accommodate
students and bus schedules. The commencement of the school day will be established annually by
the Superintendent.
All teaching personnel are required to be available for professional duty in school during
the instructional work hours which, in addition to the regular class day, four days per week include
a time block preceding or following the regular student day for 30-40 minutes, not to extend the
workday beyond seven hours. Any meetings on these four days must occur outside this student
assistance time. The Superintendent will designate one day per week district-wide when meetings
may occur immediately at the end of the regular student classes.
This 35-hour instructional work week does not eliminate the responsibility of the teacher to
participate in meetings with colleagues or parents or attend to special duties as required. See
EXAMPLES attached as "2000 Appendix B."
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ARTICLE XVI
SCHOOL CALENDAR
In order that the teachers' point of view is provided in the future, it is agreed that teacher
representatives appointed by the GTA will be included in deliberations pertaining to the school
calendar before recommendations on the calendar for the next school year are forwarded for
consideration by the Board of Education.
ARTICLE XVII
EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL
The Administration of the school does agree to the following whenever extenuating
circumstances do not militate against:
1. Whenever appropriate and feasible, experience shall be granted as comparable to
teaching experience for duty in the Peace Corps, VISTA, or such related service as
an exchange teacher. This will apply to future appointments and not to those
presently in service with the District.
'"'k. Prior teaching experience will be negotiated bctvveen the hiring official and the
prospective employee.
3. In reference to the allowance of education courses, the administrative officials of
the School District will allow any credit which the Certification Bureau of the State
Education Department will permit for the purpose of permanent certification, but
will not allow credit for education courses taken for the purpose of provisional
certification. All the provisions of this article as it applies to employment, wages,
hours and terms and conditions of employment shall be applied in a manner which
is not arbitrary or discriminatory. .
ARTICLE XVIII
EMPLOYMENT OF SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS
The School District should be notified of a pending absence as soon as the teacher is
aware that he/she will be unable to fulfill his/her duties on any given day or period of time. In
event of sudden illness or an emergency, this may not al""ays be possible, but every effort should
be extended to see that as much notice as feasible is provided. At least a twenty-four (24) hour
notice should be extended.
The teacher shall see that adequate lesson plans and ~aterials are available. These shall be
filed with the Building Principal and shall be plans which continue the instruction in an orderly
way from what was being presented and leading up to a continuation of instruction following the
substitution. "Stock" plans about a particular phase of instruction may also be used. Each teacher
should prepare a series of these plans and file them with the Building Principal for use in
emergency situations.
.
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ARTICLE XIX
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES
The Granville Central School District and the Granville Teachers' Association have agreed
to jointly support and order medical examinations for all professional employees as stated in State
Education Regulations for teachers.
ARTICLE XX
VACANCIES AND PROMOTIONS
All actual or expected openings in professional's positions or jobs, promotional
opportunities, or vacancies in existing or newly created programs including, but not limited to,
elementary and secondary schools, summer school, night school, and adult education, shall be
filled in the following manner:
1. The job, position, vacancy or opportunity shall be posted on a faculty bulletin
board in each building in the District and shall be advertised in any other
manner the District normally uses to notify teachers of Board directives, for at
least five (5) days. Such advertisements shall be.conspic~ously posted on a
special fomi with large lettering at the top, "PROFESSIONAL JOB
OPPORTUNITY". The advertisement shall contain the job title, job
description, if existing, and directions for making application for the position.
Application shall be by a simple form, requiring the name, school of the
applicant and other pertinent data related to the position applied for. He need
not repeat any information.
2. All applications from bargaining unit employees received within ten (I 0) days
of the time the notice was posted in all buildings shall be considered by the
Board. In a case where two or more applicants have equal qualifications, length
of service in the District shall be one of the determining factors. However, the
Board may consider all applications from within or without the bargaining unit,
for the job, position, vacancy or opportunity in the District.
3. During the summer vacation period, the Superintendent wil1 notify all teachers
who file a statement of interest in positions that become vacant.
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ARTICLE XXI
TRANSFER AND REASSIGNMENT
Teachers who desire a change in grade level and/or subject assignment or who desire
transfer to another building may file a written statement of such desire with the Superintendent not
later than February 1st of any given year. The statementshall include the grade level and/or
subject to which the teacher desires to be assigned and/or the school building to which he/she
desires to be transferred. Whenever a vacancy becomes known, the teacher who has filed
application for such position shall be notified that the vacancy exists.
Whenever circumstances dictate that transfers are necessary, they shall be made on a
voluntary basis whenever possible and when there are no volunteers, seniority plus qualifications
for the position that is open will be the deciding factors.
A tenured teacher transferring from one tenure area to another shall do so only with the
recommendation of the Superintendent and shall be required to serve a two-year probationary
period in order to be considered for tenure in the new assignment. If such teacher fails to acquire
tenure in the new assignment, he will have first claim on his prior tenured position should a
vacancy exist for a period of four (4) years from the time of his appointment to the last
probationary assignment.
ARTICLE XXII
JOB SECURITY
In order to provide a measure of job security for presently employed staff members in the
event of a reduction of level of staffing and resulting in elimination of positions, the following
provisions will apply:
1. In the event of a planned reduction in staff level resulting in the elimination of
positions, the District shall notify the GTA and shall provide a seniority list for
each tenure area.
2. Teachers affected by loss of position shall be given written notice of the intent to
recommend termination of service at least three (3) school months before the
effective date of termination with a letter-of explanation enclosed and a copy of
each communication shall be placed in teacher's personal file.
3. Teachers to be terminated due to elimination of their job shall be eligible and shall
be placed in any available positions in the district for which they are certified. If
this means moving to another tenure area in which the staff member is certified,
the staff member shall be recommended by the Superintendent, placed in the new
tenure area and required to serve a new two-year probationary period in order to be
considered for tenure in the new assignment. If such teacher fails to acquire tenure
in the new assignment, he will have first claim on any vacancy occurring in his
prior tenured position for a p~riod of seven (7) years from the time of his
probationary appointment to the new tenure area position.
.
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(Job Security (Cont'd.)
4. When a professional position in any tenure area becomes available, certified
teachers in that tenure area on the re-emploYment list will be notified of such
position by Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, with a copy sent through
regular mail to the GTA President or a designated representative. Rehiring and
recalling of teaching staff members will be accordance with seniority and
certification.
ARTICLE XXIII
CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS
1. Professional personnel should be under supervision at all times. Supervisors should be
qualified and officially appointed by the Board of Education.
.
2. Teachers serving probationary period shall be observed and evaluated a minimum of four (4)
times during the school year.
3. Tenured teachers should be observed and evaluated at least once during the school year.
4. Each evaluation shall be written up in duplicate within ten (10) teaching days after the
observation upon which it was based. This written report shall be reviewed with the
probationary staff member at a post-visit conference. This post-visit conference shall be
conducted if either party requests in the case of tenured teachers.
5. The teacher shall have the right to respond in writing on the written evaluation, and both
copies of the fmal document must be signed by the teacher, his administrator, and the observer,
if other than the administrator.
6. One copy of the signed evaluation shall be given to the teacher following the observation, and
the other shall be placed in the teacher's personal file by the end of the school year.
7. Evaluation reports on District forms shall be made available to the District Office when
requested and all such reports must be delivered to that office at the end of each official school
year.
8. Teaching staff members participated in the deliberations leading up to the adoption of the
current Policy # 4117.1 (6/8/76) pertaining to the observation and evaluation of teaching staff
members. In order to insure that the teachers' point of view is provided in the future, it is
agreed that teacher representatives appointed by the GTA will be included in deliberations
pertaining to any future recommendations for modification of the Policy #4117.1 Teaching
Staff Evaluation.
.
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ARTICLE XXIV
DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING AND NOTIFICATION
1. Disciplinarv Proceeding: A teacher shall not be reprimanded, disciplined or otherwise
penalized without just cause. A teacher having been officially reprimanded, disciplined or
otherwise penalized for any alleged infraction of the rules, policies, practices, procedures, or
for delinquency in his professional performance shall have the right to a subsequent
conference. At such conference, the teacher may have present a representative of the GTA
provided the Association chooses to represent the teacher and provided the conference is not a
routine post observation and evaluation conference.
2. Notification: A probationary teacher shall be given written notice of the intent to recommend
termination of service at least thirty (30) calendar days before the date on which termination is
to be acted upon by the Board of Education. Upon request of the teacher in the manner
provided by Education Law, the reason for termination will be provided in writing.
Teachers in the final year of their probationary period shall be given written notice of the
intent to recommend termination of services at least ninety (90) calendar days before the
effective date of termination.
ARTICLE XXV
TEACHER FILES
Teachers shall have the right to review their files at any time, to make copies of the materials
therein, and to append remarks to any document in the files. A teacher shall also have the
opportunity to sign all written evaluations, reprimands or warnings, which signatures will only
acknowledge that the teacher has reviewed the particular document. A teacher shall have the right to
have an Association representative with him when he reviews his files. Nothing may be entered in a
teacher's file without sending a copy to the teacher. Grievances, grievance claims and other material
relating to the grievance procedure shall not be place in teacher files.
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ARTICLE XXVI
DUES DEDUCTIONS
A. The School District will withhold from each professional employee's payroll check an amount
authorized by the individual employee and transmit said amount, as requested, to the
Granville Teachers' Association. Each employee desiring such deduction shall complete and
sign a "Dues Deduction Authorization." Such request must be in the hands of the Business
Manager by September 16. The dues deduction authorization shall be continuous. The
Association will inform the Business Office of the dues for the current year by September 15.
Payroll deductions shall be made over a twenty (20) payroll period. The deduction will be
transferred to the School District's Trust and Agency Account at each payroll period and
transferred to the Treasurer of the Granville Teachers' Association when it is requested.
B. The District shall withhold from each employee's payroll check an amount for VOTE/COPE
authorized in writing by an individual employee as requested and transmit said amount to the
Granville Teachers' Association.
The Association will inform the Business Office of the amounts for current staff before the
first payroll in September and for new staff by the second payroll for the current school year.
This deduction shall be continuous unless changed in writing by the individual prior to the
first payroll in September or first payroll in February of the current school year.
C. The District shall withhold from each employee's payroll check an amount authorized in
writing by an individual employee as requested and transmit said amount to the NYSUT
Benefit Trust.
The Association will inform the Business Office of the amounts for current staff before the
first payroll in September and for new staff by the second payroll for the current school year.
This deduction shall be continuous unless changed in writing by the individual prior to the
first payroll in September or fITstpayroll in February of the current school year.
ARTICLE XXVII
AGENCY FEE
The School District shall deduct from the salary of all teaching employees in the bargaining
unit who are not members of the Granville Teachers' Association and who have been
employed with the School District for thirty (30) working days, an amount equivalent to the
dues levied by the Granville Teachers' Association and shall transmit the sum so deducted to
the Granville Teachers' Association in accordance with Section 208 of the New York State
Civil Service Law. The Granville Teachers' Association affirms that it has adopted a
procedure for refund of the agency shop fee deduction as required by Section 208(3) of the
New York State Civil Service Law. This position for agency shop fee deduction shall
continue in effect so long as the Granville Teacher' Association maintains such procedure.
.
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ARTICLE XXVIII
GRffiVANCEPROCEDURE
The Board of Education of the Granville Central School District and the Granville Teachers'
Association have agreed to abide by the following Grievance Procedure and will invoke such if, or
when, necessary to resolve individual or group differences:
A. Philosophy
1. The Board of Education recognizes the professional staff participation in the development
of policies affecting the educational program of the School District as stated in the Joint
Code of Ethics (Paragraph 1) adopted by the New York State School Boards' Association
and the New York State Teachers' Association which reads:
"The Teacher and the School Board recognizes that while the teacher participates in
the formulation of school policy under the leadership of the school administrator, it
is the duty of the Board to determine final policy."
2. The Board of Education accepts the "Declaration of Policy" as contained in Chapter 554,
Section 601, of the General Municipal Law as foIIows:
"In order to establish a more hannonious and cooperative relationship between
government and its public employees, it is hereby declared to be the purpose of this
article to provide by law for the settlement of certain differences between public
employees and their employers through procedures under which employees may
present grievance, free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or
reprisal. The provisions of this article shaII be liberally construed for the
accomplishment of this purpose."
PART A-DEFINITIONS
A-I Employer- The Board of Education, Granville Central School District #1, Towns of
Granville, Hebron, Hampton and Whitehall.
A-2 Employee - Any person directly employed and compensated by the Board of Education
in a professionaIIy certificated area as defined in the Consolidated Education Laws
and/or the regulations of the Commissioner of Education of the State of New York and a
member of the teachers' bargaining unit as defined in the Recognition Article.
A-3 Employee's Representative - Any-person selected by an employee as defined in A-2 to
represent the teacher at each step in formal grievance proceedings as defined in A-4;
said person being termed "employee's representative" regardless of occupation,
profession, etc.
A-4 Formal Proceedings - Those proceedings foIIowing stage one of grievance procedure, in
which the aggrieved and/or the aggrieved representative wiII appear and all parts of said
proceedings must be documented as provided in Section 604 of General Municipal
Law.
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A-5 Grievance - Grievance shan mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation or
inequitable application of the contract, law or past practice or policies affecting working
conditions only.
A-6 Informal Proceedings - Those proceedings during the first stage of procedure, generally
of oral nature in accordance with Section 604 of the General Municipal Law.
A-7 Davs - Shall mean school days.
A-8 Aggrieved - To mean teacher or the Association.
A-9 Past Practice -Any consistent, system-wide practice.
PARTB-PROCEDURALSTAGES
Any employee who has a grievance as defined in Part A-5 of these regulations shall follow
the ensuing steps in resolving said grievance. The employee has the right to institute grievance
proceedings without fear of redress, and to choose whomsoever the employee desires to represent
herlhim in said proceedings.
If a teacher does not present a grievance to the Principal within thirty (30) days after the
teacher knew, or should have known of the act or condition on which the grievance is based, then the
grievance shan be waived. If a grievance is not processed through the levels of this procedure within
the time limits specified therein, then it shall be waived.
B-1 Level I (Informal)
A teacher shan present the grievance to the Principal or Supervisory Administrator. The
aggrieved must state that a grievance is being brought to the Principal or Supervisory
Administrator.
B-2 Level II
If the grievance is not resolved at the building level within five (5) school days after the
aggrieved notified the Principal or Administrator that a grievance is being brought to the
Principal's attention, the aggrieved party may, within a period often (10) additional school
days, present the grievance in writing to the Superintendent or a person designated by the
Superintendent. This document shall state the specific nature of the grievance and include the
following:
Historical background of grievance
Evidence supporting grievance
Reasons for dissatisfaction with action taken during the informal proceedings.
The Superintendent or the designated person will study the grievance presented. This will
involve a conference with the employee and/or the employee's representative. These two
parties may agree to convene a committee of three (3) chosen by mutual consent of the two
parties from among the following groups: GTA Executive Committee, employees'
colleagues, and administrative personnel. Following study, the Superintendent or the designee
will render a decision in writing to the employee no later than ten (10) days following written
receipt of said grievance.
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B-3 Level III
1. If the employee is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at Level II the
employee may, within five (5) school days after receipt of the decision at Level II or at the
expiration of the ten (10) days referred to just above whichever is earlier, appeal the
decision to the Board of Education. The employee must inform the Superintendent or the
designee of the employee's intent to appeal, so that the accumulated records from Level II,
plus additional records submitted by the aggrieved for consideration of the Board will be
transmitted to the Board of Education. These records shall be forwarded to the Board of
Education by the Superintendent within two (2) school days of receipt of the notice of the
intent to appeal.
2. Grievance proceedings shall take place at a meeting of the Board of Education to take
place within twenty-one (21) days following receipt of said grievance. By mutual consent
of both parties, an additional meeting may be conducted to pursue the grievance at a date
agreeable to both parties.
3. A written decision will be rendered the employee with five (5) days following the last
scheduled Board meeting where the grievance proceedings specified in two (2) above
were conducted.
8-4 Level IV
1. If the teacher is not satisfied with the decision at Level III, the teacher may request that the
Association submit the grievance to arbitration. The Association should not submit the
grievance to arbitration without the consent of the teacher involved. If the Association
then determines that the grievance is meritorious and that appealing it is in the best interest
of the school system, it may submit the grievance to arbitration by written notice to the
President of the Board of Education, with a duplicate copy to the Superintendent, within
fifteen (15) school days of the decision at Level III.
2. Within ten (10) school days after such written notice of submission to arbitration, the
Board of Education and the Association will seek agreement upon a mutually acceptable
arbitrator competent in the area of the grievance, and will seek commitment from said
arbitrator to service. If the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator or to obtain such
a commitment within the specified period, they will apply to AAA for appointment of an
arbitrator.
3. The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth findings of fact, reasoning,
and conclusions on the issues.
4. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision which requires the
commission of an act prohibited by law or which is violative of the terms of this
Agreement.
5. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties.
6. The costs of the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, if any, will be borne equally
by the Board of Education and the Association.
.
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GENERAL
None of the foregoing is to be construed to imply that the employee gives up any rights as
defmed in the Consolidation Education Law, Civil Service Law, New York State Teachers'
Retirement Law or Regulations of the Commissioner of Education. It is recoInlnended, however, that
all states of these grievance procedures be used prior to the filing of any civil or criminal proceedings.
AMENDMENTS
These procedures may be amended at any time by mutual agreement of the Board of
Education and the Association.
DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDINGS
A copy of these procedures, and any amendments thereto, shall be distributed to all teachers
and shall be filed with the State Civil Service Commission and the Clerk of the School District within
fifteen (15) days after their adoption. The procedure shall be open to public inspection, at reasonable
times, with the Clerk of the District or at the School Business Office.
ARTICLE XXIX
SUBCONTRACTING
The School District and the Association agree that teaching duties currently being performed
by members of the bargaining unit shall not be subcontracted without notification and prior
negotiation with the Association. The paragraph shall not apply to the transfer of teaching duties to
existing or new programs provided by the Warren-Washington-Hamilton-Essex BOCES.
ARTICLE XXX
WAIVER
The parties acknowledge that during negotiations which resulted in this Agreement, each had
the unlimited opportunity to make demands with respect to all proper subjects of bargaining.
Therefore, unless the contract specifically requires negotiation on a particular item, the Association
and the School District, for the life of this Agreement, agree that collective bargaining is concluded
and expressly waive the right to bargain collectively with each other with respect to any subject or
matter, whether or not contemplated by the parties at the time of negotiations. However, any changes
in terms or conditions of emploYment resulting from the creation of new positions or changes in
existing positions shall be excluded from this waiver.
.
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ARTICLE XXXI
RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
A. Any teacher within the bargaining unit will qualify for either of the retirement incentive
described below if he/she meets the following criteria:
1. The teacher must be eligible for retirement in accordance with the established
policies of the New York State Teachers' Retirement System.
2. Anyone who wishes to retire shall submit a written letter of resignation for retirement
purposes prior to April 1 of the school year in which she/he wishes to retire, pursuant
to the New York State Teachers Retirement System.
B. A teacher who retires with service counting towards se~iority in the Granville Central School
District shall be eligible as follows, subject to a maximum payout of$15,000.
1. 25 years of seniority applicable service and 1st year of eligibility for retirementwith full
benefits pursuant to the New York State Teachers Retirement System: 100% of
accumulated sick leave at $50.00 per day.
2. 20 years of seniority applicableservice and 1ISl year of eligibility for retirement with full
benefits pursuant to the New York State Teachers Retirement System: 100% of
accumulated sick leave at $45.00 per day.
3. 15 years of seniority applicableservice and 1st year of eligibility for retirement with full
benefits pursuant to the New York State Teachers Retirement System: 100% of
accumulated sick leave at $30.00 per day.
4. 10 years of seniority applicable service and 1st year of eligibility for retirementwith full
benefits pursuant to the New York State Teachers Retirement System: 100% of
accumulated sick leave at $20.00 per day.
The incentive payment date will be determined by the date of retirement as follows:
1. Those staff retiring by June 30thwill receive a lump sum paid on October 1st after
retirement.
2. Those staff :t;"etiringbetween July 1st and December 1st will receive a lump sum paid
by December 31st after retirement.
3. Those staff retiring in December will receive a lump sum paid within 30 days of
retirement.
.
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DURATION OF AGREEMENT
This contract shall be in effect for three (3) years covering a period beginning July 1, 2003
and ending June 30, 2006. This Agreement shall not be extended orally, or in any other way,
except through negotiations which may be reopened when both parties are in agreement that such
should happen.
This Agreement shall supersede any policy, rules, regulations or practices of the Board of
Education, its administrative officials, and the officers of the Association which shall be contrary to
its terms.
If any provisions of the Agreement or any application of this Agreement to any teacher or
group of teachers shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be
deemed valid and subsisting except to that extent permitted by the law, but all other provisions or
applications shall continue in full force and effect. Contract provisions subsequently prohibited by
law shall be renegotiated to the extent required.
This Agreement shall remain in effect for the full course of its contract.
Copies of the Agreement shall be provided by the Board of Education to all teachers now
employed and to all those later to be employed by the School District within two (2) weeks of its
execution or their employment, if that may occur later.
For the Granville Teachers Association: For the Granville Central School District:
'1~~ m. ~~
Kathy Fa1cetta, GTA President
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(Date)
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(Date)
step ba ma
1 29500 32015 steps 2--3 925
2 30425 32940 steps 4-13 1050
3 31350 33865 steps 14--22 1115
4 32400 34915 steps 23- 1000
5 33450 35965 masters 775
6 34500 37015 graduate 58
7 35550 38065
8 36600 39115
9 37650 40i65
10 38700 41215
11 39750 42265
12 40800 43315
13 41850 44365
14 42965 45480
15 44080 46595
16 45195 47710
17 46310 48825
18 47425 49940
19 48540 51055
20 49655 52170
21 50770 53285
22 51885 54400
23 52885 55400
24 53885 56400
25 54885 57400
26 55885 58400
27 56885 59400
28 57885 60400
29 58885 61400
30 59885 62400
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2003--2004
29500
add the following to each person currently employed by the district
steps 2--3
steps 4--13
steps 14--22
steps 23--42
1250
2000
2100
1900
salary schedule for new hirees for the 2003--2004 year only
SALARY SCHEDULE 2004 -- 2005
~it:t'" SA iViA
30000 ,),)&::-1&:: steps 2--3 o')~...n:_v I v
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2 30925 33440 steps 4-13 1050
3 31850 34365 steps 14--22 1115
4 32900 35415 steps 23--30 1000
5 33950 36465 masters 775
6 35000 37515 graduate 58
7 36050 38565
8 37100 39615
9 38150 40665
10 39200 41715
11 40250 42765
12 41300 43815
13 42350 44865
14 43465 45980
15 44580 47095
16 45695 48210
17 46810 49325
18 47925 50440
19 49040 51555
20 50155 52670
21 51270 53785
22 52385 54900
23 53385 55900
24 54385 56900
25 55385 57900
26 56385 58900
27 57385 59900
28 58385 60900
29 59385 61900
30 60385 62900
31 61385 63900
32 62385 64900
33 63385 65900
34 64385 66900
35 65385 67900
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SALARY SCHEDULE 2005 u 2006
STEP 8A IUAIVI,",
1 30540 33055 steps 2--3 925
2 31465 33980 steps 4--13 1050
3 32390 34905 steps 14--22 1115
4 33440 35955 steps 23--35 1000
5 34490 37005 masters 775
6 35540 38055 graduate 58
7 36590 39105
8 37640 40155
9 38690 41205
10 39740 42255
11 40790 43305
12 41840 44355
13 42890 45405
14 44005 46520
15 45120 47635
16 46235 48750
17 47350 49865
18 48465 50980
19 49580 52095
20 50695 53210
21 51810 54325
22 52925 55440
23 53925 56440
24 54925 57440
25 55925 58440
26 56925 . 59440
27 57925 60440
28 58925 61440
29 59925 62440
30 60925 63440
31 61925 64440
32 62925 65440
33 63925 66440
34 64925 67440
35 65925 68440
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APPENDIX C
CO-CURRICULAR SPORTS AND ADVISORIES
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schedule. Realizing the value of experience, the District will compute salaries for these positions as
follows:
A teacher with one or two years of experience will have his/her stipend calculated by multiplying
step one of the BA schedule by the specified percentage. A teacher with three or four years of
experience will have his/her stipend calculated by multiplying step two of the BA schedule by the
specified percentage; and so on.
Experience will be granted for years in which the teacher has engaged in supervising the activity at
any level. Experience will not be granted for advisories which appear similar but are indeed
different; for example, winter track and spring track, baseball and softball, or journalism and
yearbook.
New co-curricular sports and advisories may be added to the following list at any ,time following
the negotiation of a salary for said position. This negotiation may take place at any time which is
convenient to the parties to this agreement.
Appendix C (Cant' d)
Annual Positions and Stipends
Sports
Fall
Football: Varsity 10%
Varsity Assistant 7.5%
Junior Varsity 7%
Junior Varsity Assistant 7%
Head Modified Coach 4.5%
Assistant Modified Coach 4.5%
Field Hockey Varsity 8%
Varsity Assistant 4.5%
Junior Varsity 4.5%
Modified Coach 3%
Volleyball Head Coach 8%
Junior Varsity 4.5%
Modified Coach 3%
Golf Head Coach 4%
Cross Country Head Coach 7%
Assistant Varsity 4.5%
Modified 3%
Soccer Varsity 8%
Junior Varsity 4.5%
Modified 3%
Winter
Winter Track Head Coach 7.5%
Assistant Varsity Coach 5%
Wrestling Varsity 8%
Assistant Varsity/or Junior Varsity 5%
Modified (ih & 8th) 3%
Basketball [boys] Varsity 10%
Varsity Assistant 4%
Junior Varsity 7%
Modified Coach 8th 3%
Modified Coach ih 30/0
I
'
I
'
Appendix C (Cont'd)
[girls] Varsity 10%
Junior Varsity 7%
~"'od'~-d '-'- -ch oth 3~~lVl 111e \.;Ui1. 0
Modified Coach ih 3%
Spring
Baseball Varsity 8%
Junior Varsity 4.5%
Modified 3%
Softball Varsity 8%
Junior Varsity 4.5%
Modified 3%
Tennis Head Coach. 7%
Track [boys & girls] Head Coach 8%
Assistant Varsity 4.5%
Modified 3%
, .
Advisories
Yearbook 12%
High School Drama (total for all advisors) 8%
Musical (outside events) (maximum - 4 events) $100 per event
Journalism (to be determined by whether or not a newspaper is and
how often-weekly/monthly)
5-10%
Senior Class (2), Marching Band, Junior Class and
High School Student Council 6%
Junior High Newspaper
(same stipulations as journalism advisor apply)
4-8%
Sophomore Class, Freshman Class, French Club, Quiz Bowl
Elementary Yearbook
5%
Math Club, Science Club, Junior High Student Council, Basketball
Cheering, 8thGrade Class and ih Grade Class, Porn-Pon 4%
FBLA 3%
Graduation and Football Cheering 2%
National Honor Society, Students Against Drunk Driving, Spanish Club,
Junior National Honor Society 1.5~o
.
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PDP - Professional.Development Plan
District Name: Granville Central School District
BEDS Code: 64070104000
Charla F. Jennings, Ph.D.Superintendent:
Address: 58 Quaker Street, Granville, NY 12832
Phone: 518-642-1051 Fax: 518-642-2491
Email: cjennings@granville.kI2.ny.us
Plan is effective: July 2000 - January 2004
Composition of Professional Development Team Voting Members
1
o
4
District Team (Required)
School Team (s) (Recommended)
Administrators: Superintendent Charla Jennings, Principals Daryl Hammond, Kristie Gijanto, and
Michael Kenniston
Teachers: Ginny Lazzara, George Mager, Jeanne Mally, Barbara Bell, Carol Scott, Sheryl Porrier,
Kathy Falcetta, Amy Mack, Heather Loomis, Karen Tourge, TBA
Others (specify roles below*) Lynn Meyer, Kathy Nelson, Tamme Taran, Kelly Sharp (*Board of
Education members and Parents) SDM team and Parents (Diane Quick), and Tamme Tara.'l
(PTA).
School buildings in district
School-based professional development teams
School team(s), if any, will be represented on district team
11
5
3
o
o
Professional Development Planning Team
1. If school teams are not represented on the district professional development team, describe
briefly how the district plan will ensure that the needs of schools in the district are met.
Becau.se we are a small district with only one building per grade level, we have chosen to
have a district -wide team.as opposed to three separate school teams. We believe that this is necessary
for alignment and vertical communications. The information flows back to the buildings in the same
fashion as if this were a building team. That is, the members of the professional development planning
team will make monthly reports at their faculty meetings and, since the GTA membership is well
represented on the team, the GTA counsel will also have the opportunity to further discuss the
professional development plans. As stated, the district team is composed of members from all three
buildings within the district. Committee will be opened for additional membership. Meetings will be
posted in advance and school teams will be encouraged to attend or to send representation. We also hope
to encourage the three buildings' Shared Decision Making Teams to provide input and information.
I
I I I
7 On average, pltase ide:o.tify the number of hou.rs a teacher wi!1 be involved 1virh
"\Ie amicipai:e tha.t on a.ve:rage, at rhe very minimum, a t~acher vi/ould be involved in 25 houTs ofp)an..T1ed
application and/or evaluatioD of professjonaJ development aCDvi-ries.
prof~ss:iona1 devdopment un an a.nTIual basis. Th.:5 .G::.2.yi.ndlld.~ t~~ p!2.!:D.ing, ddi"~r~',
professional deveIopmenr per year.
Needs/D.at.a Analysis for Professjon.al DeveloDment Plans
1. Describe how the professional development plan is aligned with 'N ew York Learning
Sta.ndards and a.ssessments, student needs a.nd is a.rticulated within and across grade
levels.
Our needs are driven specifically by OUI srudent identified ne::eds and we hope that our
clearly stated goals will align training and staff development to district goals. We win align.
staff development with NY State Standards as well as vvith district special education needs.
OUI plan includes needs assessment in order to identify student and teacher strengths as
well as areas for improvement. Items whi~h will be considered for inclusion in the needs
assessment will include but are not limited to those listed in Attachment #1, and especi.ally
focusing on:
. iillalyze yearly in form arion from the New York State District and Scbool
Report Cards -
. all regional and local d~ta available on student performance on state
assessments in English language arts and math (grades 4 and 8), and
Regents scores
. B aCES report card
. Attendance and Discipline records
. GCSD Report Card grades
By u.sing the areas we most need to meet the learning needs of our students, we will also be im-
proving the quality of reaching the specific Learning Standard areas. A goal of our plan is to
align with the standards and assessments. (See attachment # ] 1, Goal 1.)
2. Describe how the professional development plan i.s continuous, reflecting a multi-
year approac.h to improve student performance.
Our plan currently is a plan in progress and ongoing. In the .future, as a lvfulti-year plaJ1
is develop ed, we will use Ibe Professional. Developmenr PlallIling T earn. wi1:11meeTIngs a.r least
quarterly, organizing a.t l::ast two district-wid~ staff developm~nt opportunities, \Yl"Lhat least
one specificalJy focused on new staff.
3. Ide:Drjf~- bo''\' "the data used supports tbe goals, objec-rives, strategies and acriviries in the
Y\)o-4",--F.:..;;:.('I:.-,..,...,-')] ~:.~;,c..1~"'~':'"'..~::J.1"":f }""\1?~ C:.o.Q
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Attachment I - Seeds Assessment Sou.rces Fsed
CODgTU~!lC~benve~n srudent and teacher needs and district goals ano objecTi'v~s \,/ill deTen::o.ine
plan prionIJes.
_x_School R~port Card
_ New York: Tne State of Leaming (Chapter 655 Report)
x BEDS data
_ x_ The C.L~ report
_x_ Special designarion schools: Title I; Rural) High Need
. x Student attendance rates
_x_Graduation and drop-out rates
_ Smdent performance results disaggregated by ethrricity, gender, SES, and other special needs
_x_State benchmarks for student performance
_ TTIvfSS report
_x_ Student aspirations - Explorer Tests at Jr Hlgh
_x_Other student SUIVeys
_ Longitudinal data
x StudentlTeacher ratios
x Teacher turnover rate
_ Number of illlcerti:fied teacl1ers
_ Number of teachers teaching out-ot-field
_ Teacher proficiency data
_x_Teacher surveys
Teacher self-assessment
_ Cumculumsurveys .
_x_ Community employment opportullities - (visits and Tech Prep meetings)
_ x_ Copyright dates of textbooks
_x _ \~1a.sbio..gtonCo. Youth BTIIeauand Cornell Cooperative Extension's C01ID.tydata uom
administration of Search Institute's Prorues of Student Life: Attitudes and Behaviors
Other
Attachment ill - District Resources
, J
Attachment n - Implementation
Goal 1: Alignment of Curriculum and Materials
Objective: Vertical and Horizontal i\.1ignment
A. Across all three buildings
B. Among Departments/Grade Levels
C. Vlith New York State Learning: Standards
D _ Using Tecbnology
Strategies: Attend train:in.gs
Acti.vites to 'include but not limited to BOCES offerings, superintendent conference days) teacher
cen.ter classes, inservices, college course offerings, visitations to exempl3J.] schools, as well as faculty,
department, and grade level meetings.
WD.o: Individual staff members, Cu..."'TiculumLead.ers, Depa.rtments, and Grade Levels
Time Frame: On-going
Evaluation: Each staff"Vvilllog at least :five hoUTs oftra.ID:ing :in!bis area.
Go21 2: Better Stu.dent Perform21l~e
Objective: Increase performance on
A. State Assessments
B. Granville Central School District Report Card Grades
C. Regents Exams
.
D. Portfolios
Strategies: Use across grade level teachers/BOCES assessments for practice and for diagnosis
Activiti.es: have addition.al TONYSS administered, develop additi.onal benchmarks) analyze data
from state publisbed, and/or teacher tests. Develop and implement a district-wide stUdies skill plan, and
msure that reporting (such as report cards) is accurately communicating and reflecting our program.
Wilo: All students and teachers
Time Frame: On-going
Evalu.ation: Better performance on report card grades for school and students
Gi>a1 3: Time on Task
Objective: A. Attendance increase
B. Decrease drop out rate
C. Increase academic support
D. Decrease time students miss from classroom for discipline
5rrategjes: l:ncrease Parent, Teacher) Guidance, Social v\iorker, Psychologist, and Local Law Enforcement
Involvement. 1'vfinimize disruptions to instru.erion. .
Activities: Continue using a tracking system. wmch includes: kee;pmg "!Tackof teacher phone calls:
parent C01J.Iact,mer school contacTS, e:x.Lraperiod contact, etc. Expand rrac.kIn.g system to .iIJclude all three.
buildings. Increase use 6f school V/EB site for information access, including homew-ork, resr schedules,
etc. Support aCTIvities such 2..SA¥.rards Assemblies to rev;,'ard good attendance. ConTInue to suppon: the
Youth C01L.'1:Program. Encourage more parric~Darion in Shared Decisjon [",faking Team Ivieetings and in
Ihe Gran.,1l1e Parenr Teacher Associarion.
\)\.110: COIiliIllliJ.i~y-v;.iQe
Time r I3ID.e: On-Q."oID2;
."
E ,.'311l3.DOn.: Impro\:ed aITenr! :::nce z-ecords; de.:.:re-2ScQ DU1JJ.DerS of Qr,Jp-OUfS, ru."l.O d.es;-e2.sec 3.i"TlOUIlTof rim e
sw.d.~:J.ts SDent ~_ ?l2..:.l:1;Tl£: Ro.']m!OSS.
... -
Goal 4: Corrtenr Expe:-tise
Obje~rive: A. Learn new content depth
B. Learn varied methods of inStru.ti.OD
C. EA]Jand content breadth
Srrat~gies: Attend trainings, meetings, and re'i.riewprofessional literature
Activites to include but not limited to BOCES offerings, superintendent conference days, teacher
center classes, inservices, college course offerings, visitation to exemplary schools, as well as, faculty)
depaTtmens grade level meetings) and reading such as professional journals highlighted (as suggesrions)
in faculty bulletin
VVho: Individual staff members, Curriculum Leaders, Depariments, and Grade Levels
Time Frame: On-going
Evaluarion: Curriculum is adjusted to provide new content learning and reports are given at
depannentlgrade level meetings on content as it applies.
GoalS: Improved Discipline
Obiecuve: A. Demons1rate virtues
..I
B. Reduce discipline referrals
C. Improve Classroom Management Techniques
Strategies: Provide V/hole DistrictlCommumty F OCllS
Activities: Continue Character Education Program ~1.tb.committee: determined virtues focused by
mayoral proclamarioD.S and montbly assemblies and/or awards. Elementary classroom follow-up via
mor::o.mgmeetings will also reinforce the district yo;rjdevirtues. Inservice Vi.illbe focused on speci:.5.c
classroom management goals including non-violent crisis intervention trainings and insure that parent
"training crosses all district levels. Inclusion will be implemented beyond the Elementary grades.
~no: COllllllmll~-~de
Time Frame: On-going
Evalution: Improved attendance records, decreased numbers of drop outs, and decreased am01IDt of time
s~dents spent in Planning Rooms/OSS.
.
."
, .
Professional d.evelopment fund.s, staff reSO\1.rce-s, ext~rIlal prof~ssioD2.1 development
providers, and other human and fisc2..1 ~esou.rc:es which are currt:o.dy ayaila.ble or may
be deveLoped in your communjty.
Our sra.ff have: mallY connections aCTOSSthe cOllnty/BOCES/sIate aDd into Vermont. By
individually participating in their content/specialty area professional organizations they
provide tlle names and materials helpful for training colleagues dismct-wide. Our school has
become involved in the school to work initiative 'wirb. assistance from many area employers) so
OUTrelationship "with the community is strong. V./e also are fortunate enough to have many staff
who are qualified to teach workshops and run training programs for other members of our staff
which will help stretch the resources that we have. Our school Renaissance Program. has been
given much support by the local businesses. The Granville PTA as well as the Granville
Boost~r Club have also provided finch to OUf district in the way of both physical and fiscal
reSOu.Tces. We have every reason to bel:ieve assistance will continue.
Identification. of the internal and external resources we will use to help us meet our goals
Fiscal resources:
.
~A.DIJual District Budget
--k._D~ight D. Eisenhower (Title II)
x Title-I
-X-S&DFSCA (Title IV)
-x--Tech-Prep Consortium
-K Early Childhood Class-size ReducTion.
St a.fi res 0 urc:es:
K--Curriculum developers - stipends for two curriculum and assessment leaders positions
have been funded with one yet to be filled. A third one is funded for next year in curren.t
propos ed budget. Content specialists
K Exemplary teachers capable of teaching many inservice courses and trainings.
Providers:
x Institutions of Hi £her Education x
- -
x_ BOCES
(e.g.SETRC)
x NHEEEP
Teacher Resource Centers
x \Vashin~ton Countv YOl.lrh Bille-au xGranvilIe Police__ _" J
~_ 'lla.shington County Sheriff xNew 'York State Police
Community:
2L-1\1ajor employers x
Communirv-based_
J
Or2:a.nlzanons
."
, I
:x P aT~n.i~S
Pl~.ase identify any funds the district has recejyed for prafes'sioDal de'i'eJopment whicb are
not used to implement this pl:ln: and vrby.
.I
':>, u.
St.atem.ent of Assurances
School District: Granville Central School District
BEDS Code: 64070104000
School District Professional Development Plan
Statement of }.~ssu:r2.nc~s
The superintendent certifies that:
. PlamJ..in.g,implementation and evaluation of the professional development plan were
conducted by a professional development team that included teacbers, administrators, and
otbers idenrifjed jn the plan.
. The plan focuses on improving student performance and teacher practice as identified
through. da.ta anal}rsis.
-The plan describes professional development that:
is aligned with state content and student performance standards, is 3rt1culated within and
across grade levels:
is continuou.s and sustained:
indicates how classroom instruction and teacher practice will be improved and assessed;
indicates how each teacher in the district will participate; arid
reflects congruence between stu.dent and teacher needs and district goals and objectives.
*T.he plan indicates an evaluation of the effectiveness of the professional development and a
mechanism to adjust activities based upon the evaluation.
*The plan or the annual update to the plan was adopted at a public meeting by the Board of Educa-
tion on l\1ay 22, 2000. '
Signatlue (Superintendent or Schools)
Date
I
,I
t,
. I Appendix E
Granville Centrai Schools
ANNUAL
PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE
REVIEW
A.ppendix :E
.'
APPR - Annual Professionei Performance Reyjew
Dis:..:.~ct N2...TIle:Gr~nville CenIr2.1 School Di.strict
BEDS Code: 6407014000
Supe:rinrendent:Cb?Ila F. ]e11I1ings~Ph.D.
..6.1.ddr~ss: 58 Quak~r Str~~t~ Granville, :NY~ 12832
Phone: 518-641-1051 Fax: 518-642-2491
Ema.it cjen.nings@gr:anvil.le.k12.ny.us
I. DevelovID.ent and adovtion of the vlan.
l\1lndful of t-JYS Commissioner of Education Regulations including SubdivisioD.(0) of
section 100.2;>Granville Central School District developed an ~A..PPRPlan of expectations
for its teachers providing instructional servj.ces or pupil personnel services through a
series of committee meetllQs and rev1e\i\'s.
IT. Content of the ..A.J>PRPlan_
A.
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
T");:).
Evaluation. criteria for teachers provir1in~ instructional services.
(1) 'A thorough. knovvledge of the subject matter area and curriculllIIl;
(2) Appropriate preparation employing the necessary pedagogical practices to
support instrUction;
.
i.,
. ,
t
(3) Delivery of instniction that results in aCTIvestudent involvement,
appropriate teacher/student interaction, and meaningful lesson plans
resultin~ in student learnin~
(4) Classroom management skills supportive of diverse student leaming needs
which create a supportive environment conducive to student leaming~
Knowledge of student development, an understanding and appreciation of
diversity, and the regular application of developmentally appropriate
instructional strategies for the benefit of all students~
i~.ssessm.ent techniques based on appropriate leaming standards designed
to measure each student' s pro~ess in learning~
Effective collaborative rela.tionsbiDs 'liviLb.students. DarentS or care£ivers.
.a.. .. ..I..
"oilier teachers~ adminisuators, and appropriate SUPPOITpersonnel ro meeI
t.\e needs or srudents;
Review. of self ~l~ on a conriDuing basis, e[[ectively adjusted instruction
2.1J.G2.SS~SSL:J.en: of 211 students.
Cri-::e~.a :o~ ~1e e~v'2.l-c.2.:iC-:ic'[ ~cacb.e~s ?~oyidi.:lg ;~pJ ?e.~so1:.:le.l se;-:,:ic.es:
..
1\
(1) A thOTOUQ:Q Y-IlowieQQ"e of re:Jev~""}.t subiest and walerials:
- -
~
(2) P:..ppropriate prepal.2.TI.oneUlpioying me necess~-y p~~~go:ica1 pracTIces IO
SUDDonthe Sl:uden1:sin and OUTo-Eme cl2.ssrooms:
-
.I.
'
(3) V\i'hendeliverinq infon:natior:. insTIllCTIODshould resulT in ac.tive SD.lcient
~
.
involvement, appropriate teacher/srudent i.nteraction~ and mezningful
lesson plans r~sulting in student leCLTJJ.1ng;
(4) Management skills suppomve of diverse stu.dent learning n.eeds, which
create a supportive environment conducive to student learning~
(5) Knovvledge of student development) an unders-t.aD.dio.gand appreciation of
r1;'iT;:>r::Ti-u '=I-nr1 ;-'1,;:>rcm~J-;>r -;>-n-nEr--;>hr r F ri"""Cl""J"'-n,.., "" +?T1 y. ?, , r...n.,..;?+~
'-U.""",,,.L~.LI..J,
~'-"- \-u.'"-' J..'-'51,...U.~ '-.Io.Yl-'J...L\J'-'-L..J..'-/..L...L
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Lc..L \...t
iDstrtlctional strategies for the benefit of all students;
(6) Assessm.ent-techniques designed to measure each.student~s progress;
(7) Effective 'collaborative relationships with students, parents or caregivers:>
oilier teachers, administrators~ and a.ppropriate support persoDIlel to meet
the needs of ~i.Lldents;
(8) Review of self an~ on.a continuing basis, effectively adjusted instruction
and assessment of all students.
c. Assessm~nt methods for all st2.ff.vvill2n.nually incllld~ at lea.st:
I. one classroom observation/evaluation in a district approved format~
2. a teacher submitted sign-off on one alternative assessment, anq.
3. a review of the Summary of Parent Contacts: Tracking Sheet for
all professional instructional staff.
Additional clarification. and expectations follow.
F or ten ured staff (who are permanently certi..fiedin. rheir instrucrional
area (s), the observation and Summary of Parent Contacts: Tracking Sheet
. .
is to be supplemented by the teacher's cboice of any of the following
alternative assessment methods: videotape/audiotape assessment) self
review, peer re"\iew, portfolio review, g9als review at the building level,
National ~oard ofProfessio.nal Teacping Stapdards (NBPTS)~ or any other
method approved by the.Board ofEducatioIL This assessment will be
documented on a district fOIm. (Self Reflection activities and/or Goal
Setting 2.1the building level may also be include.d for staff development
consideration within the Professional Development Plan) PDP.) If a.
peIIIlan.entl y eeLL.JS.edstaff is 2.tthe Teacher Impro vemen! Plan LeveL,
IDose n:quirements a.i"1daCTIvities take precedent over t.~ese.
For llon.-teIlu..n:G 5:2..::' :.'1= 2.ss~ss.r:;::;.e::rr .:::J.e"?o2s -~:25t 2.::.-::..:222~,: ':':::::1~~:: z.:.
--..
. .. .'
1. t.b.zee cla.ssTooD observation/evaluations I1lixi.L"lgth.e
naITative and checklist fOITD.a.t;
a pOlL.~olio re\'1.ev,i 2..l."1.l1.ualiyin one's second semester; ajJd
aD. ~n71l.lal reviev;,; of the Slli-nmaTY of Parent Conra.crs:
T racyinQ" Shee.t.
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activities may also be included ror staff develovment consideration withinJ ...
the Professional Development Pla~ PDP.)
Once a non-permanently certified sULffis tenured in their area of
instructio~ the building administration with the approval' of the
Superintenden~ has the right to'reduce the observations/evaluations to
one: The portfolio rev"iew and a re"\r1evvof the Teacher Improvement
traclcing sheet must be cOIlt'illued.
The portfolio for non-tenured instructional staff must include at least a
video/CD of the teaching performance> a sample lesson pl~ a sample of
student work, student assessment instruments> and the teacher's reflection
ori'ms or her classroom performance. In.addition it should address the
forma.t and information ident-if}ed-in'the .APPR: Portfol1o }\.ssessment
attachment. For certified staff ort.b.ose at"the Im.provement Plan Level, the
bl1T]r17"ganmj"istratoI or the Improvement Team may establish the
contentS or the portfolio. '
See Flow Chart Attachment I.
D. The teacher improvement plan is described ill,the attacbmen~ Teacher'
Improvement Plan..
E. For those completing evaluations, training in performance evaluation -wjJJbe
completed through District ...~dmirristratormeetings; local> regional and BOCES
staff development; and other processes identified in our Professional
Development Plan (PDP) plan.
m.
.
'Granville Central School District Superintendent 3.J."1dBoard ofEducatioD \vill comply
vviththe }.IrSED annual reporting requirement related to the school district's efforts to
address the performance of teachers whose evaluation is unsatisfactory. A tracking
procedure \iYillensure appropriate record keeping.
N. The Granville Central School District Board ofEducatioD acknovvledges its requirement
to annually review the performance of the superintendent of schools according to
procedures it develops in consultation \vith the superintendent and file such proc~dures ill
the district office no later than September lOiliof each year.
'{ T
V. Tb.e Granville Central Scbool District and Board of Education shall act consistentlv 'vvim
.J
BOCES requirements ofivtic1e 14 oft.1-:leCivil Service Layv, Public Employees' Fair
EmDlovrnent Act.
... J
CJ Alternative [3"Gklng+ Assessment
-I- FormW
GJ Alterna\lve [3~klngl+ Assessment + f-orm
X~fH~2 ~L!DQre Sarne as year one if Not Tenured
Year "I GJ
Regarding Current
Teaching Area(s)
LI + CJ +Ts~:tloy:a'L~~~::;e::mal
+ ;~~~Ing
C=I+Q+[~ Portfolio+ Assessment
Ye§r 3_or beyo'lcl when Tenured & Not
Permanenlly Cerllfied re'mainsIhe saine unless, by administrallve prerogative, either of Ihe followingOppnr"Inilies is offered.
GJ CJ r;~Gklng-I- ~~ormPortfolio+ Assessmentr--
I
IPortrolio
~
+ Assessment
-I-
Tracking
Form
Y~§!~'2L!~evo!JrL~1Jen Tenured & Permaflenllv Certified
L~g.~f!~U~~L_Qbs~rV.9.Uon/Evalua lion Formal:
c
== Clll~cl<lisl
N
== Narralive
Portfolio Assessment
== Portfolio content:, reviewedTracking r- urm - Tracl<ing of SludenllParent
reflection and contactAlternativE!Assessment
== Alternative ASHessment Choice
-
~
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f I
GP__~"-i\lILLE CE.NTV~L SCHOC11. DIS'l'P1CT
1',,7.~"-PJ<_A.TI\'EOBSER \lA TIO~: & ;:VPJ ,l;_~ TIO}\; REPORT
TEACHER DATE
SUBJECT OR GRADE OBSERV"'ER
This Nan-ative Observation & Evaluation Revort is Drevared to record the suvervisor's
. ... ..L
evalua:tion of a teaching staff member's perfonnance in class and/or his general contribution to
the ~chool system. Comments and helpful suggesTions under the four major catagories shall be
as specific as possible.
A. - INSTRlTCT~9NAL .A.PPRO.lA..CH- Planning and organization, tecbnical skills,
resourcefulness, materials and devices, scholarship, motivational stimuli, student and
parental relationsblps; communications, student responsiveness, etc. .
B - MANAGEMENT .ABILITY - Relationships with students, discipline, personal
efficiency, orderliness, timeliness, attention to detail, materials management, etc,
.II .,
C. - PROFESSIO:l'.T}-L ? 'CS?O:\'Sili TT .IT'l - Com7TIi:::::1e~t st2.ff ~~l2.Ii::;r:.s)
.
_
.. ..
_
._' 4 .. ,.,
cOrJpe~atlVe!less: QUI or Cl2.S5TOOm TE;5pOIlS1.0lli'LleS, tOI2 contnbutlOTi: aCl.QeienCE; 1:0
T~gularion: ethics, professional groVi.ili, responsiveness, etc.
D. - PERSONAL CRARACTERlSTICS - Appearance, speech and written
Communication, attitude, flexibility and adaptiveness, fairness, judgement,
self-control, maturity, and other personal attributes.
STJPERV1S0R TE..~CHER (Signifying rec~ipt of report)
D_A..TE OF TRiLNSMITTAL
."
I'
CB."""ECKLISTOBSE.R\~ATIO?\ A?\D EV.(LCA TIO?\- REPORT
Teacher Date of Observation
Subject or Grade PrinciDa}
This Checklist Observation and Evaluation Report is executed to provide and appraisal of services to.
the school district. The items listed below are descriptions for staff members of the more significant elements
deemed essential to fulfilling the requiremen~s of professional teaching positions in Granyille:s schools.
While comments may be made on an item rated (P) proficient or above, they are required on an item rated
(NT)needs improvement and (U) unsatisfactory. Space for comments and suggestions is provided on the back
of the form.
AREAS A.7:\TDCOl\1PONENTS R4.TLNG
A. PLANNTNG & PREPA.RA.TION
1- Demonstrates Knowledge of Content & Pedagogy
2 - Demonstrates Knowledge of Students
3 - Selects Instructional Goals at Student Level
4 - Demonstrates Knowledge of Resources
5 - Designs Coherent Instruction
B. CLASSROOM KNVIRONMENT
1 - Creates an Environment of Respect and Rapport
2 - Establishes a Culture for Learning
3 - Manages Classroom Procedures
4 - Manages Student Behavior
S- Organizes Physical Space
C. INSTRUCTION
1-' Communicates Clearly a.nd Accurately
2 - Uses Questioning and Discussion Techniques
3 - Engages S:tudents in Learning
4 - Provides Feedback to Students
5 - Demonstrates FlexjbiIity and Responsiveness
D. PR 0 FESSIO NA..L RESPONSIBILITIES
1 - Reflects on TeachiIig
.
2 - Maintains Accurate Records
3 - Communicates with Families
4 - Contributes to the School District
5 - Grows and Develops ProfessionaIIy
6 - Shows Professionalism
E. PERSONAL CHARA.CTERlSTICS
I-Appearance
2 - Attitude
3 - Jud~ment
Principal T~acher (Signifying Receipt of Report)
Date of Transmirral
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SUMMARY OF PAR.E:N"r CONTACTS: TRACKING S\-\EE1.
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CLASS # TIMES
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Contents for A..ss~s5.2ent
J'30wleQQe:
a)
b)
S ubi eet B~Li.er knov{le:dqe
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a) }. n"ticipator:v set
.
b) ClosUTe
c) Level of conc~m
. d) 1<...D.owledge of results
e) Succ~ss
f) Modeling
g) 1.:fe~1"17ng
h) Practic~
..,
~. Delivery:
a) .<A.ctivestudent involvemen.t
b) Teac.herlstudent interaction
c) Lessons resulting in student le8.L-.nio.g
If lvianaQement
a) Flexible ror diverse le2..t-ners
b) EnvTIonment supportive of le<iLJJio.g
5. Student Development:
2.)Understand and aDDreciate diversitv
/ ..&.~ '-J
b) _A.pplyd.evelopmentilly appropriate strategies
6. },.ssessment to ille2.S~e progress:
a) Spot checks includiu.g pre-tes+L..S
b) On-goil?-g momtor.LTJ.g
c) Cumulative-unit;, semester, year
7. Coll2.oor2.te v~JiT;;:
2.) Students
b) ?aI~1J.ts
c ) Teachers
d) Aili-n1lilsL?2.tors'
e) S UppOlL StE.£f
- - '~~_~Iie:~."S (J1:.:
2.) Of self
.1J.
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c. DOCllillent vvitb .A.l i.lfacts QJ.J.d:RatioIlale:
I. ReadiD.£ Doclli-nentc:tion:
prtifact 1: P~ationale:
.A..J.Ufact 2: R.at1oIlale:'
..';.rtuact 3: Ra:tlonaJ e:
P..rtifact 4: :Rationale:
2. Wririn2- DocumentaTIon:
ArUfact 1: P~atiOD.ale:
.Artifact 2: P..atianale:
}.~rtifact 3: P~ati anal e:
A.J. Lilact 4: Rarianale:
3. Thinking Documentarian:
..ifciact 1: R..ati anal e:
P...r6.fact 2: P_ationale:
...A...t-tifact 3: Rationale:
...D.Jrifact4: P ~rionale:
4. T:"lIeraCTIOnDocument2.tion:
A.~~fact 1: Rationale:
./1
~ Lifi3..ct2: R :;hn::::: If'"
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.?..r:ii'aci 3: R2.tio:c.ale:
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Pstifact 4: p,- 2. TI o:u.aJ e:
D. DOC11ID.entaDOD.is due ror meeting vvith AciminisIT2:tor(s) typically durillg Febru.&j'
waugh .April, annually, (or dlLnT'g the second semester of emplo}i"ment) duTillg the
eeLi..L£icanonprocess and other rim.es when it is the selectt:d fOrillat. The Portfolio itself
Iemains ill the teacher)s Dossessio:u. and should be 2.v2.ilable OD.24 hOUTSnotice, a.t le:=st
. .
1i:o.tilpermanent certi£1catio~ during any remediation pI aIlS, and wben sefected 2.San
evaluation fOilllat.
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... lesson pla.ns
documentation of conferences aLLended,
.
,
leli.ers to parents
summal.f of cu.rriculu.m VvTitLngproject
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.graphic org2--iJizers uti1i7ed YVithi1:l classroom
journal of problems or confiicts wl-Jicn may arise bet'..veen par-
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graphic organizers (flovv chal. i..sjschedules develo ped for own
use)
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The follovv'22 indicates the i=.s~~crional SIaIf illemb~r) s choice of an }:.Jte::c.ate
._.;.ssessment a:ld herlhis tes"dIDony or completion. Assessment choice should vaTYacross
y~ars.
Check below the form of ~~Jtemative .A..ssessment chosen.
video tape assessment
audio tape assessment
self review
peer review (e.g.. NrS i\cademy for Teaching and. Learning)
portfolio review'
goals revi~w (at the building level)
l-Ja.tional Board ofProfessio:o.al Teaching Standards (NBPTS)
other approved by the BOB
I teslli.rythat this alternative assessment was completed on Date
Signature
Building/grade or subject
.-- .. I
-'\.PPR: TEACHER IJvIPRO\7EMENT PLA 1\,,7
Gae.l: to pro'vide an oppo:. ~llI"jT}'"for COITiT'lumcation;discussion and collaboration a::-ound an area
of si2ni:5ca:u.t conceill.
Ar1r!l.ln1suator: 1. IdeD.T~Ties the signiiic2.!l! CODcemto the reacher.
2. lnii:iates a series of pro-active intervenTIons. (face-to-face dialogues)
3. Formal Observ'ation repeated
4. Failure to resolve the problem results in 3 options:
1. Teacher is placed in formal Remediation phase.
2. Teacher resigns.
3. Teacher continues and 3020A process is initiated or non-tenured
teachers may be released.
Remediation:
Support Tearn:
The Plan:
The Final Actions:
1.
?
3.
1
....
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conference. ~Association-designated representative may be presen.t.
_Administrator will cite in writing the weakness (es) identified and review
the intervention procedure.
The teacher may wish to exchange information or ask for clarification.
A 4-member panel v;rillbe established to help overcome the wealmess.
The panel shall consist of an appointed administrator evaluator, a person
designated by the Superintendent, an _Associationrepresentative and a
member selected by the teacher.
?
'".J.
4.
1. Will meet with the teacher to review areas of conc~rn.and procedures
completed and planned.
Shall develop strategies for the remediation. e.g.: Observations by
support team; staff development workshops; visitations to other
classrooms, schools or districts; or the use of outside consultants.
Within 10 school days of the initial support meeting, the plan will be
completed.
?
..,
.::J.
1.
?
3.
Will list strate£ies to remediate the v;reakness.
~ .
Timelines to complete the strategjes will be established.
\\Ti11provide resources or personnel to accomplish these strategies.
Portions 6fthe support team will meet once a week.
The entire support team will meet once each 3 to 4 weeks to review the
process.
/I
"T.
5.
The building administrator may determine that the teacher has responded
positively and return to normal evaluation process.
The buildLTJ.gacilTlinistrator over a 3-month period deteTIJJ.ines that the
teacher has not been signitlc~"1tly affected by the remedial plaIJ. cu"1dthe .
District may take whatever action law permits.
A..~t[itten statement will be made by the builclli"1gadministrator and placed
in the teacher's personal file. The teacher may include a wrirten
artacili-nent.
.., ... I .,
4.
A..ppendix F
HOLD H"L\RMLESS 4L\GREEMENT
WHEREAS. the (the "Enlployer") vvishes to nlake available to its
o l'"'~'ooC"' a ,,..r'\, ~.-:>, (+1"'0 "D~.r'\,,"~~'-"'''\ ~~... ,,"'"'~rl "o .~,~.;.1... +1...0 ,,~.~...~'"' ,,~.~...~'"'s ,,+' CO"...;"' A ()"'l/1-.\ +1"'0'-'J...u.}I.l.V)
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. }I.l.vEJ.(..L.I..I..i. 1..w..I .I. .I.vb.l :..1 j .1..1..1.u.vl vJ.~c:u.l.'-''-" V\.I.\.l.i. \..1..1.1...jJJ.v \ J.~.I.V.l.J. VJ. ,...)\...V\'J.VJ.J. -rv..JI..U) ...1..1.1,,1
United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as aTI1ended ('1Code') v"hich permits t..hemaking of
participant elective deferrals, to the extent the paJiicipant is elnployed by the Employer, and
eUlployer non-elective contributions,
WHEREAS, the Enlployer wishes to nlake post-retirenlent enlployer non-elective contributions
to the PrograIll as penllitted by the Code for eligible elllployees, and
WHEREAS, ING Life Insurance and Annuity Conlpany (the "Conlpany") has offered to provide
a t~"'{deferred annuity contract intended to satisfy the requirements of Code Section 403 (b) for
purchase by the Enlployer on behalf of eligible eUlployees for the PrograIll,
IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS (THE "AGREEMENT"):
1. The Company sha11 provide for purchase by the Employer all aruluity contract that meets
the definition of an "annuity contract" pursuant to the provisions of Code Section 403(b)
fu""1dany pertincnt federal la'vvs relating to the purchase of ~uch a.,wuity contract(s). Such
annuity contract shall be available for purchase by the Elnployer for any ernployee,
. .
whose eligibility has been determined by the Employer and who participates in the
Program.
? Except as limited by the annuity contract and applicable law, the Conlpany, its agents and
representatives shall comply with all pertinent written directives of the Employer
regarding the solicitation and enrollment of elnployees and the purchase of the annuity
contract.
.,
.J. The COlnpany WarraIlts that it shall perfornl its duties as the issuer of the annuity contract.
in a careful, diligent and professional manner and that it will prOlnptly correct any and all
errors nlade by the C0111pany unless.such error was a result of the COlnpany's reliance on
any information or omission of infonnation provided by the Employer, the employee, or
an authorized representative of either of the foregoing, The C0111panyshall hold harmless
8.J.1dindelnnify the Employer, its agents, officers aJld employees when acting on behalf of
the Elllployer, fron1 every c1~im aIld demand to the proportionate extent that it results
from the negligence or vvrongdoing of the Conlpany or any of its representatives acting in
that capacity, which nlay be made by reason of the purchase fronl the Company of an
aI1l1uity contract by the Employer on behalf of an enlployee as authorized by Code
Section 403(b).
\\lith The exception of any ll1axi111Ul11allov,,'able contribution calculations calculated on
the basis of inaccurate or inappropriate infonnation provided by the Elnployer or the
employee, the C0l11pany shall hold hanl1less and inden1nify the Enlployer; its agents;
officers and elnployees, fron1 every clainl and denland for penalties (including penalties
.-!f ......
8.
HOLD HARiVlLESS AGP~EMENT
PaQ:e2
based on State and/or Federal- 'vvithholdin£: taxes othenvise due )' and interest. including:
~ . ~
reasonable attorney~s fees, \vhich ll1ay be rnade by reason of a challenge to the 111axinlum
allo'vVablecontribution calculation COTIlputedby the COll1pany at the direction of either
the erllployee or the En1ployer for any ernployee participating in the Program. The
COlnpany's obligation to irider11Difyand hold the Ernployer harn1less under this
Paragraph 4 is not conditioned upon and shall not require a sho~Ting of the Conlpany's
negligence or wrongdoing.
5. In perfomling the maxirnwn allowable contribution calculations in connection with the
Program, the Conlpany may rely on infonllation provided by the Enlployer and
elnployee. This information shall include but not be linlited to whether the contributions
to the Prograrn are elective or non-elective employer contributions, the employee's
elective deferrals to all eligible plans (whether or not sponsored by the Employer) in that
tax year pursuarlt to Code Section 402(g), and the enlployee's includible cOlnpensation as
defined under Code 'Sections 403(b)(3) and 415(c).
6. Anything in this Agreelnent to the contrary notwithstanding, the Company shall neither
hold harmless nor indelnnifY the Employer, its officers, agents, or employees from any
claim and denland based upon the negligence, fraud or wrongdoing of the Employer, its
officers, agents or employees, nor from arlY situation where the claim or demand is due to
the failure of the Employer to properly discharge its obligations under the Memorandum
of Agreenlent between the Employer and the Teachers' Association.
7. The Compar1Y, at its o~ln cost and expense arld as allo~led by law" shall hold harnlless
'
and indenlnify the Erllployer by defending any legal proceeding brought against the
Employer or satisfying any legal judgnlent rendered against the Elnployer based on any
clainl or delnand allowed under this Agreenlent as described above. Any liability of the
COlnpany under ariy provision of this Agreement to hold har-mless and indemnify the
Employer is subj ect to discharge by the Elnployer of the conditions precedent that the
Elnployer shall inlrnediately notify the Conlpany in ~lfiting within thirty (30) days upon
receipt of any such clairn or delnarld ar1d shall pennit the Conlpany, at its option, to direct
tIle defense against such clain1 or deillarld. It is understood that the COlnpany's liability
hereunder shall be linlited to actual danlage only.
The Conlpany reserves the light; upon sixty (60) days' written notice to the Employer to
terminate serving as the 403(b) provider and to sin1uJtaneously ternlinate this ~~greenlent.
Such ternlination shall in no n1arlller affect arlYliability of the Conlpany incurred under
this Agreetnent for acts taken prior to the effective date of such ternlination.
A.uthorized Officer for Conlpany
Title:
Print Name:
Date
~~
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Date Authorized Officer for Elnployer
Tit1e:
Print Nanle:
